Marketing director, ad interim

Agfa digital services (2yrs), Ordiges software (2yrs)

Digital transformation programmes

MCE, Bridgestone digital EMEA, Digital Wallonia, ...

Agile development of digital assets

Bridgestone digital EMEA, startups, Colruyt, ...

Consulting and coaching/training

MCE, Deloitte, Startups, Digital Wallonia, ...

Creation and dev of new businesses

Internove, Fleetpulse app, DXpathfinder, ...

Head of International Product Marketing
Head of Global Business Development

1&1 Internet AG (online biz.), Karlsruhe (2yrs)
EVS live/sport video tech, Liège (2yrs)

Head of TV Business & Marketing
Head of TV Portfolio & Marketing
Head of Imaging Portfolio, 4 brands
Head of Sound and Digital Portfolio

Samsung Germany, Frankfurt (3yrs)
Sony Germany, Cologne (3yrs)
Thomson France, Paris (3yrs)
Grundig France, Paris (3yrs)

Digital Marketing Strat, advanced course
Decision Making using Data
Digital Transfo and Platform Models
Digital Business Strategies
Design Thinking for Innovation

Kellogg School of Management (2022)
University of Cambridge (2021)
MIT Sloan Executive Education (2018)
Columbia Business School (2017)
MIT Sloan Executive Education (2016)

Leads multicultural teams with a collaborative, agile,
and empathetic style, pushing back ideas & rationals

Early adaptor and heavy user of numerous cloud
based tools, for better faster agile outcomes

Facilitates and reconciles best/new practices of
senior management and younger collaborators

in marketing, sales, design, collaboration areas :
CRM, campaigns, engagement, web/assets design,
analytics, agile project drive, servicing etc...

Transfers advanced practices in marketing, digital, and
collaboration areas, for stronger faster outcomes

Has developed/optimised/run many websites, digital
assets and channels, campaigns, complex projects

☛ After BCG (where to play) I designed a strategic
plan to scale a new division (how to do it)

☛ I co-led the development of a digital app
business targeting prof. fleet managers

☛ I'm faculty lead for business transfo. and digital
strat. programs at Management Centre Europe

☛ I was a member of the executive committee
in that new division, with a EU/US market scope

☛ Conceptualised a digital marketing factory to
develop that business and other corp. startups

☛ I've designed training modules (4x2 days) on
business transfo & digital strat for sr. managers

☛ I also acted as interim marketing director in
that new division of managed services

☛ We developed the app, first digital channels
and marketing sprints (agile methodologies)

☛ I'm also a speaker at events across EMEA on
business transformation and digital strategies

✶ I delivered a 360° strat. blueprint : G2M project,
branding, products, channels, marketing ope. etc

✶ We finished a pre-commercial product w/i a
year, showcased at international tradeshows

✶ I've coached and trained in multiple sectors,
including traditional ones e.g. Maa'den mining

✶ With my coaching we articulated cloud-ready
service packages (design thinking approach)

✶ We established new best practices of fast
agile development at Bridgestone EMEA

✶ I've developed and run innovative formats w.
learn-do models via Miro for remote sessions

✶ We ignited 1st marketing sprints for scaling
and leveraged the entire org. for piggy-back

✶ Operated on lean resources and budgets,
with unexpected outputs in record times

✶ I continuously upgrade my knowledge, models,
and business cases across multiple industries

☛ From HQ in Germany, I led a distributed team
of marketing managers based across EU+US

☛ Owned the consumer TV business, portfolio,
and marketing in Germany : P&L, budget, team

☛ Led the TV portfolio at Thomson Multimedia
France, four brands and multiple categories

☛ We managed the online portfolio, campaigns,
experimentations, local ecommerce websites

☛ Designed & led marketing/ transformational
programmes to boost both brands massively

☛ Led the audio and digital portfolio at Grundig
France, it consisted of multiple categories

☛ Reported weekly to the top mgt data-based
analyses and new experiments to grow the biz.

☛ Interacted with numerous stakeholders :
board, global HQ, press, sales teams, marcom,
agencies, operations, retail customers ...

☛ We repositioned Thomson and Grundig
brands from entry/mid to higher class

✶ We grew the online biz. continuously through
always-on agile campaigns and experiments

✶ Led Samsung TV brand value to Nr1 from Nr5,
annual rev. to 500M€ from 170, raising profitability

✶ Led Thomson TV brand to 17% value share,
ahead of Sony, to Nr2 from Nr.5, profit +30%

✶ We successfully launched new business lines
like 'My Website Builder' for small businesses

✶ We achieved in almost all TV segments to
place our products in top 3 of best sellers

✶ Successfully introduced 4 Thomson sister
brands to target kids, women, higher class

✶ We successfully opened Poland and Canada
on an ecommerce basis w. dedicated websites

✶ Hired and coached a multicultural team, we
succeeded in inspiring all stakeholders with 360°
challenging data-driven creative programmes

✶ Introduced first flat TVs in France, and first
web TVs ever in EU (Thomson-Microsoft TAK)

☛ Programme leader designing business frameworks and collaterals : "digital for international"

☛ Coached and supported several startups
in their European development

☛ Acted as marketing director, ad interim
to refresh Ordiges brand and develop sales

☛ Interviewed SMEs' directors in multiple
sectors to translate their needs into services

☛ Have supported in developing relevant
marketing strategies and impactful assets

☛ Introduced new digital practices, including
inbound channels, webinars, test campaigns

☛ Coordinated 3 leading public org. to unite their
service portfolio around "digital for international"

☛ Have helped them connect with
prospects in Europe

☛ Developed four business websites and
social media engagement activities

✶ Crafted a 360° framework and playbook to
guide SMEs in their international digital journey

✶ Have developed a methodology to
support any startup with models via Miro

✶ Modernised old brand into a fresh one, to
increase sales and capture new audiences

✶ Developed digital assets including business
assessments and a practical 100-page ebook

✶ Have crafted marketing and communication
materials to support their dev and interactions

✶ Significantly increased sales especially
through webinar sessions run like TV series

✶ Invented a serious game to inspire + empower
SMEs with a pool of collective digital resources

✶ Have gained deep insights in a multitude of
relevant digital tools for startups

✶ Recruited/put young marketers in command,
to drive inbound marketing into more sales

☛ Acting as an independent consultant since
2012 with own structure, from Brussels/Paris

☛ I've created my own structure in
Brussels to operate across Europe

☛ Solid command of a wide range of tools
for RT collaboration, marketing, projects...

☛ Focusing on marketing & digital to support
international business dev & transformation

☛ I've been part of other ventures (apps) in
Brussels focusing on marketing and digital

☛ Expert in web & content design, visual mapping
w. Miro, CRM engagement, analytics, agile project

☛ Clients include startups, SMEs, large org.,
consultancies (e.g. Deloitte, One Man Support)

☛ I've explored a lot across startup & business
ecosystems in Belgium, France, Germany

☛ Functional + tech. capabilities in deep details
for many usual platforms in those areas

✶ Have run small to large projects in a diversity
of sectors, in marketing and digital areas

✶ A major success was the development and
launching of FleetPulse app at Bridgestone

✶ Developed and tuned many websites for
small to large companies

✶ Have developed lots of methods + frameworks
directly executable in realtime platforms like Miro

✶ Another one my own company through
which I've experienced and learnt a lot

✶ Example of tech. implementations include
360° biz. dashboards with Tableau at Colruyt

✶ Have accumulated huge experience, I bring
advanced practices applicable across sectors

✶ Currently working on an adv. platform for
assessing 360° digital transfo. maturity

✶ Another one : developing a full service backbone
w. FreshDesk for Bridgestone startup FleetPulse

